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Closing the gender gap

Furman working to combat decline in male degree seekers

When i t comes t o college enrollment,
the statistics don't lie: Women are fast
outnumbering men.
The U.S. Department of Education
has reported that in 2001 , the percentage
of men at more than 4,000 institutions of
higher learning was 44 percent. And that
number is dwindling; the department says
that, by 201 0, the percentage is expected
to drop to 42 percent. Moreover, since
1 980, the percentage of bachelor's degrees
awarded to men has fallen from 51 percent
to 44 percent.
Which leads to the question: Are men
an endangered species on college
campuses?
Wel l , not just yet. But many schools 
and especially liberal arts institutions 
are seeing their male enrollment reflect
the downward national trend.
The percentages caught up with
a number of quality liberal arts colleges
in 2003, and Furman was no exception.
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enrolled classes that maintained a female
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Woody O'Cain , director of admissions,
points out that liberal arts colleges are
usually regarded as friendlier, more
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to 88 previously, and visited 200 more high
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institutions - and thus tend to be more

students do after they graduate. O'Cain
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says he often hears questions about

meaning 45 percent of the Class of 2008
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therefore less interested in the broad
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"If we can continue to enroll a similarly

based education offered at liberal arts

who wonder if a liberal arts college can

high percentage of our male applicants,

institutions. They often prefer larger uni
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versities with schools of engineering, archi
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are especially effective.
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to recruiting the Class of 2008 and adopted
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The ultimate goal, says O'Cain, is to

- Ji m Stewart

